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Abstract. Regular magnetic daily quiet time (Sq) variations
in total intensity of about 30 nT amplitude are determined
in Universal Time (UT) from satellite magnetic field mea-
surements. The CHAMP satellite traverses all hours of local
time in 132 days and theSqvariations in total intensity are
therefore calculated as an average over the 132 days for each
hour of UT. Results are compared with theSqdaily varia-
tions in total intensity for the region above the ionosphere
calculated from Malin’s (1973) spherical harmonic analysis
of theSqFourier coefficients for hourly mean value magnetic
data from a global distribution of ground-based magnetic ob-
servatories. From the reasonable agreement between the two
calculations, we conclude that low-Earth orbit satellites that
traverse all hours of local time can determineSqvariations in
total intensity above the ionosphere.

Keywords. Geomagnetism and paleomagnetism (Time vari-
ations, diurnal to secular) – Ionosphere (Mid-latitude iono-
sphere) – Magnetospheric physics (Current systems)

1 Introduction

All magnetic data, including satellite magnetic data, are a
sum of magnetic fields from different sources. The princi-
pal sources are the slowly varying main field and the static
lithospheric or crustal anomaly field. There are regular daily
variation fields arising from electrical current systems in the
ionosphere, magnetosphere and ocean. There are also mag-
netic fields from eddy currents induced in the ocean, the con-
ducting Earth and the ionosphere by the various primary vari-
ation fields. The more rapidly changing fields include dis-
turbance variation fields from magnetic storms. The regu-
lar daily variation consists of quiet day solar (Sq) and lunar
(L) daily variations, and there is a disturbance daily variation
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field from the rotation of the Earth under a current system
nearly symmetric about the geomagnetic dipole axis. The
present study examines the quiet day solar daily variationSq
in satellite magnetic total intensity data.

Previous global studies of regular magnetic variations have
mostly relied on ground based observatory data to provide
global spherical harmonic mathematical representations of
the daily variation fields. These representations are used
for studies of the ionospheric dynamo, eigenmodes of atmo-
spheric movement and electrical conductivity of the Earth’s
interior. Spherical harmonic analyses of the magnetic daily
variations have been made on observatory data recorded dur-
ing the Second International Polar Year 1933, the Interna-
tional Geophysical Years (IGY) July 1957 to December 1958
and the International Quiet Sun Years (IQSY) 1964–1965.
Benkova (1940) analysedSqduring the International Polar
Year of 1933. Parkinson (1971) analysedSq for the Inter-
national Geophysical Years (IGY), which were years of high
sunspot number. Malin (1973) analysed solar and lunar mag-
netic variations for the IGY years. Winch (1981) analysed
solar, lunar and lunar-elliptic tides and their seasonal change
for the International Quiet Sun Years (IQSY) of 1964 and
1965.

The previous regular variation studies, which are all based
on magnetic ground data, have limitations. The first is the
poor global distribution of ground-based observatories, espe-
cially over the oceans and particularly in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. The unevenness of the observatory distribution with
longitude is not as important in local time studies as it is for
studies in Universal Time (UT), because the magnetic daily
variations depend very strongly on local time. However,
problems with the uneven distribution in latitude remain. The
poor distribution could be mitigated but only at considerable
cost. The second limitation of the previous studies is that
vector daily variations from ground-based observatories can-
not distinguish between the external fields produced by elec-
trical currents in the ionosphere and by electrical currents in
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the magnetosphere, without additional modelling hypotheses
concerning the variations of ionospheric and magnetospheric
origin. This second limitation cannot be overcome by any
measurements between the ground and the ionosphere.

Satellite magnetic field measurements can provide excel-
lent global coverage, avoiding the uneven distribution of
magnetic observatories. Daily variations determined from
vector field measurements made at low Earth-orbit altitudes
of about 400 km, above the ionosphere at 100 km altitude and
below the magnetopause, should in principle be able to dis-
tinguish between the magnetic fields produced by currents in
and below the ionosphere and by currents in the magneto-
sphere. This is analogous to the internal-external separation
achieved with ground-based data. In this initial feasibility
study of globalSqmodels in UT based on satellite data, we
have used total intensity data, which provide excellent global
coverage but do not allow separation of the magnetic field
into internal and external parts.

Determination of global regular daily variations in UT
from satellites in orbit before CHAMP has not been possi-
ble because of their limited local time coverage. A review of
satellites used to measure the Earth’s main magnetic field is
given in Langel and Hinze (1998). The first satellite to sur-
vey the vector components of the Earth’s magnetic field with
high accuracy was the MAGSAT satellite, operational from 4
November 1979 to 11 June 1980. The MAGSAT satellite or-
bit was chosen so that it would remain close to the dawn-dusk
terminator, and consequently, MAGSAT magnetic data were
limited to the local times near dawn and dusk, (e.g. Langel et
al., 1982). The Ørsted satellite of the Danish Meteorological
Institute, launched on 23 February 1999, commenced orbit at
14:11 h local time, with its orbital plane drifting at−0.76 de-
grees per day. Thus, it took 237 days to move through 12 h of
local time. By contrast, the satellite CHAMP, launched on 15
July 2001, has its orbital plane drifting at−1.36 degrees per
day, and traverses all local times in 132 days. This allows the
construction of global daily variation models in UT. These
models can be interpreted as fields in UT, which have been
averaged over 132 days. The orbital parameters of CHAMP
were chosen specifically to enable separation of constituents
of periodic phenomena such as tides and day-night variations
at about 400 km altitude, well above the ionosphere and well
below the magnetopause.

In this study we have used CHAMP total intensity data
because of its quality and completeness globally and in local
time and its almost circular orbit. In Sect. 2 the analysis used
to determine the total intensity daily variation from the total
intensity satellite magnetic data is described. In Sect. 3 it
is shown to a good approximation that the variation in total
intensity equals the component of the variation in the vector
field in the direction of the main field. This result enables the
use, in Sect. 4, of theSqmodel of Malin (1973) to construct
the total intensity daily variation field at the mean satellite
altitude, under several modelling assumptions. The CHAMP
satellite results are compared with the observatory basedSq

model in Sect. 5. The use of vector satellite data is discussed
in Sect. 6. Concluding remarks are made in Sect. 7.

Global studies of regular daily variations using ground-
based observatory data exclude high latitude observatories to
avoid any effects from the auroral zone current systems. Our
principal interest here is also limited to equatorial and mid-
latitude observatories, but our analysis of CHAMP satellite
magnetic data has included the auroral regions. Both the
northern and southern auroral zones show a significant regu-
lar daily change. We note that Ritter et al. (2004) in a study
of ionospheric currents at auroral latitudes have made simul-
taneous estimates from the CHAMP satellite and a ground-
based magnetometer network.

2 Analysis of the satellite magnetic data

In this study, the global form of the daily variation field in to-
tal intensity on quiet days is examined in UT, using CHAMP
total intensity data for the period 15 May to 25 September
2001. The sampling period of the CHAMP scalar magne-
tometers is one second, so that there is a maximum of 84 600
records per day, although technical problems have reduced
the actual amount of data available. The orbital plane drifts
at −1.36 degrees per day, corresponding to−2.76 h of lo-
cal time per standard month (of 365.24/12=30.44 days), and
therefore a 12-h drift in local time will occur after 4.35 stan-
dard months (equal to 132 days) have elapsed.

In order to obtain theSqvariation for magnetically quiet
days, only those data are chosen which have equivalent three-
hourly Ikp values less than or equal to 35. TheKp index of
magnetic activity is given from low to high activity in the
form 1−, 1, 1+, 2−, 2, 2+, 3−, 3, 3+, 4−, etc., and a simpler
form called theIkp index is used for satellite magnetic data.
The same values in theIkp index are 7, 10, 13, 17, 20, 23, 27,
30, 33, 37, so that theIkp value 35 is betweenKp indices 3+
and 4−, meaning on the quiet side of the spectrum of activity.
ThusIkp=10×Kp, but for +, add on 3, and for− subtract 3.

The satellite CHAMP has an orbital period of 93.5 min,
and therefore during 4.35 standard months there are 2037
daytime equatorial crossings. The satellite also has a night-
time crossing for each orbit, so that the total number of equa-
torial crossings regardless of each epoch, local time or UT,
is 4073. The global picture for one hour of UT reduces the
number of equatorial crossings to about 170. Thus when the
data are gathered in bins of 1◦ of latitude by 1◦ of longitude,
there is just one satellite track for every two equatorial bins.
However, the distribution of bins with tracks is still much
better than the distribution of ground-based observatories, for
which there are huge gaps, such as the Great Southern Ocean.

In the analysis, all the observations for the 4.35 standard
months were partitioned into 144 data sets corresponding to
10-min periods covering the entire UT day. Sets of selected
data, each for one hour of UT and consisting of six 10-min
data sets were extracted and then binned on a 1◦ latitude
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Figure 1.  Sq magnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total intensity magnetic data at 0:30 UT 

shown as a red-blue surface plot. The equivalent contours of the Sq total intensity field above the 

ionosphere, 0:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coefficients for IGY 

 

 

Figure 2.  Sq magnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total intensity magnetic data at 4:30 UT 

shown as a red-blue surface plot. The equivalent contours of the Sq total intensity field above the 

ionosphere, 4:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coefficients for IGY 
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Fig. 1. Sqmagnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total inten-
sity magnetic data at 00:30 UT shown as a red-blue surface plot.
The equivalent contours of theSq total intensity field above the
ionosphere, 00:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coef-
ficients for IGY.

by 1◦ longitude grid. The binned data sets were then fil-
tered using spatial pass filtering and notch filtering routines
to remove low-level unwanted effects caused by bin-filling
and “furrowing” along the satellite tracks. The method, and
the selection of quiet days, is described in detail in Ivers et
al. (2000). This produced 24 one-hour of UT global data sets.

The orbit of the CHAMP satellite is almost circular, but
the variation in the main field over a small range of orbital
altitude has a significant effect on theSqfield and must be
removed. To remove the effect of the main field a suitable
main field model must be subtracted. We chose the main
field model of Olsen (2002) for epoch 2000. However, af-
ter the subtraction of the main field model, there remained a
heavy zonal trend in the binned residues of the one-hour of
UT global files. This zonal trend, which included the crustal
anomaly field, masked the regular daily variation. Each one-
hour of UT global file consists of data from different days,
and therefore to remove the zonal trend, local midnight val-
ues were subtracted from the residue, the removal of daily
means being impractical.

The local midnight values were obtained from the appro-
priate parts of the 24 one-hour UT data sets. From knowl-
edge of the middle of the UT range of each dataset, the lon-
gitude at which local midnight occurs was determined. That
subset of the dataset was then used to build a consolidated
local midnight dataset. When completed, the consolidated
local midnight dataset was subtracted from each of the pri-
mary datasets to give 24 corrected one hour UT data sets.
When plotted, as in Figs. 1–6, these corrected data sets show
a clear image of the regular magnetic daily variation and the
local time dependence of the equatorial electrojet along the
magnetic equator.
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Fig. 2. Sqmagnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total inten-
sity magnetic data at 04:30 UT shown as a red-blue surface plot.
The equivalent contours of theSq total intensity field above the
ionosphere, 04:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coef-
ficients for IGY.

3 Sqdaily variations in total intensity

Let Bmf be the magnetic flux density of Earth’s main mag-
netic field,δB is a small perturbation inBmf , T is the total
intensity of the main field andδT is a small perturbation in
T . Note that the fieldδT is not the magnitude ofδB, and can
take both positive and negative values. Thus,T 2

=Bmf ·Bmf

and (T +δT )2
=(Bmf +δB)·(Bmf +δB). Neglecting terms

of second order inδT andδB, we may write to first order

T 2
+ 2T δT = Bmf · Bmf + 2Bmf · δB,

which reduces to

T δT = Bmf · δB.

Denoting the unit vector in the direction of the main mag-
netic field byB̂mf =Bmf

/
T and settingδB=BSq , the small

changeδT =TSq in total intensityT caused by the presence
of the regular daily variation fieldSqis

TSq = B̂mf · BSq . (1)

Therefore, the regular daily variation in total intensityTSq

is the component of the regular daily variation vector field
in the direction of the Earth’s main magnetic field. Near
the magnetic polesTSq is predominantly the vertical com-
ponent of the vector regular daily variation, and near the
magnetic equator it is mainly the northward component.
The neglect of the higher order terms is justified, since
δT

/
T approximately equals|δB|

/∣∣Bmf

∣∣∼10−3.

4 BSq at satellite altitude from observatory data

The regular daily variation in total intensityTSq can be de-
termined using Eq. (1) from models forSqand the main field
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Figure 3.  Sq magnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total intensity magnetic data at 8:30 UT 

shown as a red-blue surface plot. The equivalent contours of the Sq total intensity field above the 

ionosphere, 8:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coefficients for IGY 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Sq magnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total intensity magnetic data at 12:30 UT 

shown as a red-blue surface plot. The equivalent contours of the Sq total intensity field above the 

ionosphere, 12:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coefficients for IGY 
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Fig. 3. Sqmagnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total inten-
sity magnetic data at 08:30 UT shown as a red-blue surface plot.
The equivalent contours of theSq total intensity field above the
ionosphere, 08:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coef-
ficients for IGY.

at the same epoch. The analyses of Malin (1973) for the IGY
years of relatively high sunspot number and of Winch (1981)
for the IQSY years of relatively low sunspot number are the
only analyses available for comparison with the CHAMP re-
sults, and both were for epochs well before that of CHAMP.
To compare the CHAMP satellite results with anSqmodel
derived from observatory data of a different epoch, a similar
level of solar activity is required. The average sunspot num-
ber was 114 for the interval from 15 May 2001 to 25 Septem-
ber 2001 over which the CHAMP data were analysed.

The average sunspot number was 187 for the interval from
1 July 1957 to 31 December 1959 over which Malin (1973)
analysed IGY data and for the IQSY years 1964 and 1965,
the sunspot number was much smaller, at 15. For this reason,
the Malin (1973)Sqvariation coefficients for the IGY were
considered more suitable for the present purpose of compar-
ison than those of Winch (1981) for the IQSY years. For the
main field in Eq. (1), and using Malin’sSqresults, the IGRF
1955 was used.

In the analysis of observatory magnetic data, Fourier anal-
yses of hourly mean values for magnetic field components
provides setsa andb Fourier coefficients, and these are then
subjected to spherical harmonic analysis in the usual way,
so as to separate the field into internal and external parts.
For satellite magnetic data, the situation is rather different.
Global distributions of values of field components are ob-
tained at a fixed UT, then the main field and midnight values
are removed to give a global distribution of values. In the
present case, a global distribution ofSqtotal intensity values
is derived. Because we consider only global distributions at a
fixed UT, the theory is presented as if it were a simple spher-
ical harmonic analysis, and the particular hour of UT is left
understood.
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Fig. 4. Sqmagnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total inten-
sity magnetic data at 12:30 UT shown as a red-blue surface plot.
The equivalent contours of theSq total intensity field above the
ionosphere, 12:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coef-
ficients for IGY.

The main field unit vectors in Eq. (1) were computed at all
points on a 1◦ latitude by 1◦ longitude grid at the mean satel-
lite altitude. These computations are standard and need not
be described. However, the evaluation of the regular daily
variation BSq in Eq. (1) at the mean satellite altitude, i.e.
above the ionosphere, using Malin’s (1973) model is more
subtle, since theSq model was derived from observatory
data for the region between the Earth’s surface and the iono-
sphere. This region will be referred to as region B and the
region between the ionosphere and the magnetopause will
be called region A. Region B has constant magnetic perme-
ability and is a poor electrical conductor. Thus, the current
density in region B is effectively zero and the magnetic field
flux densityBSq of the regular daily magnetic variations is
the gradient of a scalar potentialVSq , i.e., BSq=−∇VSq .
Since∇·BSq=0, it follows that the potential functionVSqof
the magnetic regular daily variations in the region between
the Earth and the ionosphere, satisfies Laplace’s equation,
i.e.

∇
2VSq = 0.

The general solution forVSq in a spherical polar coordinate
system(r, θ, φ), wherer is the spherical radius,θ is the geo-
centric colatitude andφ is the east longitude, can be written
as

VSq(r, θ, φ) =

a
N∑

n=1

n∑
m=0

(
a
r

)n+1
(gm

ni cosmφ + hm
ni sinmφ)P m

n (cosθ)

+a
N∑

n=1

n∑
m=0

(
r
a

)n
(gm

ne cosmφ + hm
ne sinmφ)P m

n (cosθ) .

The parametera represents the radius of a reference sphere,
usually taken as the mean radius of the Earth. The leading
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Figure 5.  Sq magnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total intensity magnetic data at 16:30 UT 

shown as a red-blue surface plot. The equivalent contours of the Sq total intensity field above the 

ionosphere, 16:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coefficients for IGY 

 

 

Figure 6.  Sq magnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total intensity magnetic data at 20:30 UT 

shown as a red-blue surface plot. The equivalent contours of the Sq total intensity field above the 

ionosphere, 20:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coefficients for IGY 

 

Fig. 5. Sqmagnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total inten-
sity magnetic data at 16:30 UT shown as a red-blue surface plot.
The equivalent contours of theSq total intensity field above the
ionosphere, 16:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coef-
ficients for IGY.

factor a is included so that the units of theg andh coeffi-
cients are those of magnetic flux density. For studies of the
regular magnetic variations, using only terms of degreeN=8
or less, the Earth’s oblateness is ignored.

The potential functionVSq consists of two distinct sums.
The first sum contains descending powers ofr and is pro-
duced by currents in the ionosphere and magnetosphere, i.e.
currents “external” to region B. The second sum, which con-
sists of ascending powers ofr, arises from currents induced
in the electrically conducting Earth and deep oceans by the
overhead currents, and also currents arising from the dynamo
action of tidal ebb and flow in the deep oceans, i.e. currents
“internal” to region B.

The magnetic field elements of the regular daily variation,
XSq , YSq , ZSq , are given in spherical polar coordinates by

XSq =
1

r

∂VSq

∂θ
, YSq = −

1

r sinθ

∂VSq

∂φ
, ZSq =

∂VSq

∂r
.

Thus, atr=a,

XSq =

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0

[
(gm

ni + gm
ne) cosmφ

+(hm
ni + hm

ne) sinmφ
] dP m

n

dθ
,

YSq =
1

sinθ

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0

[
m(gm

ni + gm
ne) sinmφ

−m(hm
ni + hm

ne) cosmφ
]

P m
n ,

ZSq =

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0

{[
−(n + 1)gm

ni + n gm
ne

]
cosmφ

+
[
−(n + 1)hm

ni + n hm
ne

]}
P m

n (cosθ).

The process of separation of the field (over a sphere of ra-
diusa, corresponding to the Earth) into internal and external
coefficients is done in a single calculation using these repre-
sentations forXSq , YSq , ZSq .
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Figure 6.  Sq magnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total intensity magnetic data at 20:30 UT 
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Fig. 6. Sqmagnetic daily variation in CHAMP satellite total inten-
sity magnetic data at 20:30 UT shown as a red-blue surface plot.
The equivalent contours of theSq total intensity field above the
ionosphere, 20:30 UT, are calculated from spherical harmonic coef-
ficients for IGY.

The spherical harmonic coefficientsgm
ni, hm

ni, gm
ne, hm

ne of
the regular magnetic daily variations all depend on time. The
dependence is strongly, but not entirely, on local time. Malin
(1973) gave Fourier coefficients in time for both solar and
lunar magnetic tides for the coefficientsgm

ni, hm
ni, gm

ne, hm
ne at

1, 2, 3, and 4 cycles per day. From Malin’s (1973) model
the coefficientsgm

ne andhm
ne and hence the ‘external potential

field’ itself can be calculated at any UT in the region between
the Earth’s surface and the ionosphere.

Several hypotheses are required to extend Malin’s (1973)
model to the region between the ionosphere and the magne-
topause. We have used four hypotheses:

(H1) the ionosphere is a thin spherical layer of radiusR,
which can be modelled by a spherical surface current;

(H2) the quiet day regular daily variation field of magne-
tospheric origin is much smaller than the quiet day regular
daily variation field of ionospheric origin;

(H3) the quiet day regular daily variation field produced
by electrical currents induced in the solid earth and oceans
is negligible compared to the ionospheric quiet day regular
daily variation field at the satellite altitude.

(H4) the non-potential part of the quiet day regular daily
variation field is much smaller than the quiet day regular
daily variation field of ionospheric origin.

The hypotheses are reasonable as a first approximation
given the closeness of the satellite orbit to the ionosphere.

Denoting the potential in region B (between the Earth and
the ionosphere) byV B

Sq(r, θ, φ), it follows from hypothesis
(H3) that, relative to a sphere a radiusR,

V B
Sq(r, θ, φ)=R

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0

( r

R

)n

(em
n cosmφ+f m

n sinmφ)P m
n (cosθ).

This potential must equal the external part of Malin’s (1973)
potential. Thus the coefficientsem

n , f m
n , can be derived from
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the coefficients for the external fieldgm
ne, hm

ne, respectively,
and

a
( r

a

)n

gm
ne = R

( r

R

)n

em
n , a

( r

a

)n

hm
ne = R

( r

R

)n

f m
n .

Therefore, coefficientsem
n andf m

n are given by

em
n =

(
R

a

)n−1

gm
ne, f

m
n =

(
R

a

)n−1

hm
ne. (2)

In region A, above the ionosphere,BA
Sq=−∇V 2

Sq+B
np
Sq ,

whereB
np
Sq is the non-potential part of the fieldBA

Sq , and

where V 2
Sq denotes the potential in region A. We neglect

the non-potential fieldBnp
Sq by hypothesis (H4), and by

(H2) there are no ascending powers ofr in V A
Sq . Thus

BA
Sq=−∇V A

Sq , where

V A
Sq(r, θ, φ) = R

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0

(
R

r

)n+1

(Im
n cosmφ + Jm

n sinmφ)P m
n (cosθ) . (3)

It is a condition derived from the equation,∇·B=0, that the
normal component of magnetic flux density is continuous
across any surface. This condition also holds for the quiet
day regular daily variation field across the ionospheric cur-
rent surface. Hypothesis (H1) is invoked at this point. Since
the magnetic flux densities in regions A and B are given by
BA

Sq=−∇V A
Sq andBB

Sq=−∇V B
Sq , on the inside of the spher-

ical surfacer=R, the magnetic flux density is

BB
Sq(r, θ, φ)

∣∣∣
r=R

= −

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0[

n(em
n cosmφ + f m

n sinmφ)P m
n (cosθ)er

+(em
n cosmφ + f m

n sinmφ)
dP m

n

dθ
eθ

−
m

sinθ
(em

n sinmφ − f m
n cosmφ)P m

n (cosθ)eφ

]
,

where(er,eθ , eφ) are the unit vectors in the spherical polar
coordinates, and on the outside of the spherical surfacer=R,

the magnetic flux density is

BA
Sq(r, θ, φ)

∣∣∣
r=R

= −

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0[

−(n + 1)(Im
n cosmφ + Jm

n sinmφ)P m
n (cosθ)er

+(Im
n cosmφ + Jm

n sinmφ)
dP m

n

dθ
eθ

−m(Im
n sinmφ − Jm

n cosmφ)P m
n (cosθ)eφ

]
.

(4)

From the radial components ofBA
Sq andBB

Sq , it follows that
the coefficientsem

n , f m
n , for the interior andIm

n , Jm
n , for the

exterior, are related by

n em
n = −(n + 1)Im

n , n f m
n = −(n + 1)Jm

n . (5)

Combining Eqs. (2) and (5), the potential field (Eq. 3) above
the ionospheric current system has coefficientsIm

n , Jm
n ,

which can be expressed in terms of external field coefficients
from the analysis of observatory based data,

Im
n = −

n
n+1em

n = −
n

n+1

(
R
a

)n−1
gm

ne,

Jm
n = −

n
n+1f m

n = −
n

n+1

(
R
a

)n−1
hm

ne.
(6)

It can be seen from these formulae that the effect of low de-
gree harmonics is greatly reduced on the outside of the spher-
ical current sheet. Whenn=1, for example, a factor1/2 is ap-
plied to the external field coefficientsgm

ne andhm
ne determined

from observatory data.

The total intensity field,TSq=

∣∣∣BA
Sq(R, θ, φ)

∣∣∣, is con-

structed from Eqs. (4) and (6). The level contours ofTSq are
plotted in contour form in Figs. 1 to 6. The contours show
negative values during daylight hours and weaker positive
values during nighttime hours.

5 Results

Results from the analysis of CHAMP data at each epoch of
local time are based on an average of results from satellite
tracks over 132 days. The results for the regular daily vari-
ation are given, in colour, at four-hourly intervals of UT, in
Figs. 1 to 6. These figures also show the position of the Sun
(the yellow disk) and the location of the dawn-dusk termina-
tor (the line between day and night). Blue is used for nega-
tive values, and red for positive values according to the scale
given. Note that the CHAMP results do not distinguish be-
tween fields of internal and external origin. The CHAMP
data include data from the June solstice but not from the De-
cember solstice, so that the CHAMP magnetic data for the
132 days are weighted to the northern summer. This explains
the greater local time extent of negative (blue) values in the
Northern Hemisphere in Figs. 1 to 6.

For the purpose of comparison, the results from the Malin
(1973) analysis of observatory Fourier coefficients are over-
laid as contours in Figs. 1 to 6. There are obvious similar-
ities between the results from the analysis of the CHAMP
data and those calculated from the Malin (1973) coefficients
for the externalSqfield. The overlaid contours are not those
of an equivalent current system, but represent values calcu-
lated for the regular daily variation of total intensityT at each
point of a 1◦ by 1◦ grid, at each UT indicated, from indepen-
dent data sets for each figure. Both sets of figures have a
sectorial appearance, with negative values, corresponding to
a reduction in total intensity of the field, occurring in almost
the entire sunlit hemisphere. Surrounding the strong daylight
negative (blue) values is a boundary of positive (red) values,
with the 10 or 20 nT contour lines that tend to follow the ter-
minator, especially the morning terminator, in a number of
the diagrams. The nighttime contours show mainly positive
(red) values, with diffuse maxima, some of up to 25 nT. The
auroral zones show daily variation terms that do not appear
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in the Malin (1973) results, because high latitude observato-
ries were excluded from the Malin (1973) spherical harmonic
analysis.

The overlaid contours in Figs. 1 to 6 show negative val-
ues with minima of−50 nT appearing in the daylight hemi-
sphere, with a small east-west ‘saddle’ above the equatorial
electrojet and between the minima that form on the north-
ern and southern sides of the magnetic equator. The mag-
netic fields arising from the current system in the sunlit hemi-
sphere act to oppose the main field, and therefore appear as
blue values in Figs. 1 to 6. There are also, typically, current
function contours in the nighttime hemisphere. The night-
time current system is unlikely to be ionospheric, and more
likely to be of magnetospheric origin.

The total intensity daily variations in CHAMP satellite
data show daytime minima of about 25 nT, and also show
the equatorial electrojet along the dip equator. In particular,
it can be seen that the equatorial electrojet forms in the morn-
ing hours after sunrise, and, exists from the pre-noon hours
until sunset. See Ivers et al. (2003) and Lühr et al. (2004).

Making some allowance for the differences in sunspot
number for the two chosen epochs, as well as underlying
assumptions, the agreement between the results of analysis
of the CHAMP data, and the analysis of the potential fields
used by Malin (1973), is quite good. As expected from the
sunspot number ratio 187 to 114, for the Malin (1973) and
CHAMP data epochs respectively, the Malin (1973) analysis
minima are greater than the corresponding minima from the
CHAMP data.

6 Discussion

There are new features in satellite magnetic data not present
in ground-based data. The magnetic field determined from
vector field measurements on a spherical surface in an elec-
trically insulating region, such as the Earth’s surface, can be
separated into an internal component produced by the cur-
rent interior to the surface and an external component pro-
duced by the current exterior to the surface. In the current-
free region analysis of the magnetic fieldB is simplified by
the existence of a harmonic magnetic scalar potentialV , so
thatB=−∇V with ∇

2V =0. Improvements can be made to
account for the oblateness of the Earth’s surface but to still
allow the separation of the magnetic field into fields of inter-
nal and external origin.

Satellite measurements, however, are made in a region
containing electrical currents, where in general, the magnetic
field B is not the gradient of a scalar potential. But the mag-
netic field can be represented everywhere, even in a conduct-
ing region, as the sum of toroidal and poloidal fields,

B = ∇ × T r + ∇ × ∇ × Sr,

wherer is the radius vector from some chosen origin. The
poloidal magnetic field on any spherical surface concentric

with the origin is a sum of an internal part, which arises from
the toroidal current inside the surface, and an external part,
which arises from the toroidal current outside the surface.
The toroidal magnetic field on the surface arises from the ra-
dial current at the surface. Thus the vector magnetic field
on a spherical surface concentric with the origin is a sum of
three fields: an internal poloidal magnetic field, an external
poloidal magnetic field and a toroidal magnetic field. The
internal part determined at satellite altitudes is from iono-
spheric currents and from currents induced in the solid Earth
and oceans; the external part is that produced by the currents
in the magnetosphere. Of course, satellite magnetic data can-
not distinguish between magnetic fields of ionospheric origin
and the main magnetic field, as is routinely done with obser-
vatory magnetic data. The toroidal field is often referred to as
the non-potential field, however this terminology can be mis-
leading, since the internal and external poloidal parts may
also be non-potential fields. There is no way to determine if
the poloidal part is non-potential from knowledge of only the
vector magnetic field on the spherical surface.

In some ground-based main field studies, a non-potential
toroidal field has been assumed, which arises from elec-
tric currents, often termed “Earth-to-air” currents. However,
there is no toroidal component and, more generally, no non-
potential component present in magnetic field measurements
made at ground level, because a non-zero non-potential mag-
netic field cannot exist in the non-conducting region below
the ionosphere. Thus the non-potential field in the iono-
sphere and above, and its currents, cannot be determined
from the analysis of ground-based magnetic data.

Analysis of satellite magnetic data is further complicated
by the fact that satellite orbits do not usually lie on a sur-
face but traverse a shell-like region. The radial dependence
of the toroidal-poloidal potentials,T andS, is then required
to reduce the data to a mean spherical surface. For exam-
ple, hypotheses for the choice of radial dependence of the
toroidal field can be made which allow its interpretation in
terms of a field-aligned current, e.g. Winch et al. (2005). Al-
ternatively, approximations must be made. In this study two
approximations have been used: the first is the neglect of the
non-potential field, except perhaps in the ionosphere which is
modelled as a spherical surface current; and the second is the
assumption that the satellite orbit lies on a spherical surface.
The first approximation, which is used in satellite main field
studies, was employed in Sect. 4 to extend Malin’s (1973)
model above the ionosphere. The second approximation was
used in the analysis of the CHAMP total intensity data.

The CHAMP data almost certainly include a magnetic
field component due to electrical currents that cannot be rep-
resented by a scalar potential.

This non-potential field cannot be isolated using CHAMP
total intensity field data and does not (and could not) appear
in the results of the Malin (1973) analysis, because the at-
mosphere at altitudes below the ionosphere is an electrical
insulator, and the required electrical currents (with a radial
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component) cannot flow there. The identification of the non-
potential field will rely on future analysis of CHAMP vector
data.

7 Conclusions

With the exception of equatorial electrojet studies, all pre-
vious Sqanalyses have been based on data recorded below
the ionosphere at ground-based magnetic observatories. This
present analysis has shown that magnetic daily variations in
total intensity can be determined using magnetic data from
satellites in low Earth orbit above the ionosphere. The results
are in good agreement with magnetic variations derived from
the equivalent electrical current system corresponding to the
external field of magnetic daily variations determined from
ground based magnetic observatory data. The results imply
that analyses of vector daily variation fields above the iono-
sphere are possible, with the prospect of definitive results
for daily variations in the separation of the magnetic field
into parts originating above or below satellite low-Earth or-
bit levels, and the direct determination of daily variations of
non-potential fields from current systems in the ionosphere-
magnetopause region.

The same technique should allow the determination of the
lunar variationsL from satellite data.
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